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Anisotropy of the structure factor of magnetic fluids under a field probed by small-angle
neutron scattering
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Small-angle neutron scattering is used to measure the two-dimensional diffraction pattern of a monophasic
magnetic colloid, under an applied magnetic field. This dipolar system presents in zero field a fluidlike
structure. It is well characterized by an interaction parameterKT

0 proportional to the second virial coefficient,
which is here positive, expressing a repulsion of characteristic lengthk0

21. Under the field a strong anisotropy
is observed at the lowestq vectors. The lengthk0

21 remains isotropic, but the interaction parameterKT

becomes anisotropic due to the long-range dipolar interaction. However, the system remains stable, the inter-
action being repulsive in all directions. Thuswe do not observe any chainingof the nanoparticles under
magnetic field. On the contrary, the revealed structure of our anisotropic colloid is alowering of the concen-
tration fluctuations along the fieldwhile the fluidlike structure, observed without field, is roughly preserved
perpendicularly to the field. It expresses a strong anisotropy of the Brownian motion of the nanoparticles in the
solution under applied field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fluids~MF! or ferrofluids~FF! @1–3# are colloi-
dal suspensions in a liquid carrier of nanoparticles bearin
giant magnetic momentmW of the order of 104 Bohr magne-

tons. Under an applied magnetic fieldHW , thanks to the inter-

action betweenHW and the momentmW of each particle and
because of the dipolar magnetic interaction between
ticles, a ferrofluid becomes an anisotropic magnetic medi
The present paper addresses the question of the structu
such a ferrofluid at rest under a constant magnetic field.

From the theoretical point of view, the structure of dipolar
systems, both without and with magnetic field, has be
widely treated in literature. The pioneering paper by
Gennes and Pincus@4#, written 30 years ago, proposed
chaining of magnetic particles due to the dipolar magne
interaction. Later on, such a chaining was seen in numer
simulations@5–10# and considered theoretically@11#. This
chaining has been observed experimentally in fluids invo
ing an additional larger mesoscopic scale of the order of
micron: in emulsions of oily FF droplets in water or in di
persions of nonmagnetic colloids in FF@12–18#. Such a
chaining, associated with a large distribution of characteri
times, has been suggested by magneto-rheological mea
ments on pure FF@19,20#.

Contrary to the modelization of magneto-rheological fl
ids, a modelization accounting for the nanoparticles and t
interactions appears at once highly complicated by two ch
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acteristics. First there is the strong influence ofkT, and sec-
ond the existence, in addition to dipolar interactions, of t
isotropic interactions, that are the repulsion necessary for
stabilization of the solution and the van der Waals attracti
Several recent numerical simulations that take into acco
isotropic interactions show that the structure depends on
relative weight of isotropic and anisotropic contributio
@8,9#. A dominating anisotropic dipolar interaction woul
lead to a chain formation as suggested by de Gennes
Pincus, whereas a dominating isotropic attraction would le
to gas-liquid-like phase separations as observed in@21–23#.
A large community is interested in the nature of such ph
transitions in MF@3,11,24–27#.

From the experimental point of view, several points have
to be mentioned. Firstly, an applied magnetic field can
duce a separation of the sample in two phases. The fact
the observed system is really stable under field is often
biguous, or not clearly established, in scattering experime
@28–33#. The risk is to study a phase-separated system
droplets, not a colloidal suspension. Secondly, an app
field can induce an anisotropy of the system at different l
els: an anisotropy of the structure, of the dynamical behav
and of the orientation of the magnetic moments. This l
~magnetic! anisotropy can be studied using small-angle n
tron scattering~SANS!. SANS gives both a nuclear and
magnetic scattered intensity@34,35#, the proportion of which
depends on the experimental conditions. Thus, for a fer
luid under field, an anisotropic scattering pattern can be
served even with a quasi-isotropic structure@35#. We are here
not interested in this magnetic contribution, which will b
analyzed in details in a forthcoming paper@36#.

Experimentally, the fact that the structure factor of a ma
netic colloid under field can be anisotropic was demonstra
20 years ago in pioneering static works by small-angle x-
scattering~SAXS! @28,29#, and also recently@32#. However,
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GAZEAU, DUBOIS, BACRI, BOUÉ, CEBERS, AND PERZYNSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 031403
no theoretical or definitive physical explanation of this a
isotropy has been given until now. On the contrary, from
dynamical point of view, the anisotropy of the Brownian dif
fusion in a magnetic fluid under field, demonstrated exp
mentally at short scales by QEXS@32# and at larger scales in
a forced Rayleigh scattering experiment@37,38#, is theoreti-
cally modelized in@37,38#.

In the present paper we aim to attain the clearest situa
for a study of the structure of ferrofluids under a static m
netic field using SANS. The colloidal stability of the sampl
is clearly established~Sec. II!. The magnetic contribution to
the scattering is negligible: our data correspond to
nuclear scattering only and thus to the correlations of
particles spatial positions. After an analysis of the zero fi
results~Sec. III!, we present our experiment under field a
modelize this situation along the lines of thought of Re
@37,38#. This allows us to correlate the SANS anisotrop
pattern, associated with the fluctuations of concentration
the magnetic colloid, with the anisotropy of the long-ran
dipole-dipole interactions between particles.

II. FERROFLUID SAMPLES

A. Characteristics of the ionic ferrofluids

The ferrofluid solutions probed here are ionic ones. T
nanoparticles are chemically synthesized in aqueous alka
media according to Massart’s method@39#. They are then,
thanks to a coating of citrate ligands, dispersed either in
ter at pH57 or in glycerin. The nanoparticles are made
cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4). They have a densityr55 g cm23

and their volume fractionF is determined by chemical titra
tion of iron. As CoFe2O4 is ferromagnetic at room tempera
ture, they bear a permanent magnetic momentmW . Its modu-
lus is constant and equal tom5mspd3/6, ms being the
magnetization of the nanoparticle material~taken equal to its
bulk valuems543105 A m21! andd being the diameter o
the ordered magnetic core of the particle, here of the orde
10 nm.

Let us comment that the diameterd of the magnetic core
is slightly smaller~10% at most! than the physical diamete
of the particle. There are two reasons for that—the laye
fluctuating disordered spins@40,41# present at the surface o
the magnetically ordered core inside the nanocrystal and
layer of citrate species adsorbed on the nanocrystal.
thickness of each of these layers is a few angstroms.

The particles also bear a superficial negative density
chargesS coming from the citrate ligands adsorbed at th
surface. In such solutions the adsorbed species are alwa
equilibrium with free species. ThusS is a function of
@citrate# f ree , the concentration of free citrates@see Fig. 1# for
aqueous solutions atpH57 @22,42#. In the present aqueou
samples,S is always at saturation, as we roughly fi
@citrate# f ree'0.5F mol L21: S is always of the order of 1.7
electronic charges per nm2 as @citrate# f ree varies from'3.5
31023 mol l21 at F50.7% up to'0.1 mol l21 at F of the
order of 20%. For the samples in glycerin the curve of Fig
is qualitatively similar but shifted toward lower@citrate# f ree
concentrations. In our conditions the charge is also at s
ration in glycerin.
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B. Colloidal stability

An important requirement for understanding anisotro
interactions is that the studied sample remains a monoph
dispersion, even under an applied magnetic field~here up to
68 kA m21!. Detailed studies on the colloidal stability o
chemically synthesized ionic ferrofluids@39# have been re-
cently performed@23,42–44#. In particular, for g-Fe2O3
nanoparticles, the interparticle interactions have been
cisely quantified through a measurement of the second v
coefficientA2 of the osmotic pressurep and correlated both
to the chemical characteristics of the colloids and to th
experimental colloidal phase diagram~p versusF! @21–23#.
Although the material is slightly different, the studied cob
ferrite nanoparticles are comparable tog-Fe2O3 nanopar-
ticles for the charge~i.e., the electrostatic repulsion!, for the
van der Waals attraction and for the dipolar interaction. T
phase diagram in zero field~plotted in Fig. 2! is thus of the
same kind: the samples are monophasic for high press
and separate into a ‘‘liquid’’ plus a ‘‘gas’’ phases for pre
sures lower than the critical point.

The colloidal stability of our ionic ferrofluids has als
been explored under anexternal magnetic field@42,43#.
Three different situations may be encountered for an initia
monophasic ionic FF.

~i! The interparticle repulsion is so strong that an appl
field has no effect either on the colloidal stability or on t
structure factor of the colloid@21,22#. This would correspond
to very high osmotic pressures.

~ii ! The interparticle repulsion is weak, making an appli
field ~in the same way as does a temperature decrease! able
to induce a colloidal phase separation@39#. This leads then to
elongated needles~of typical size 100mm! of a concentrated
liquid phase in coexistence with a dilute one—this behav
is observed with ionic FF but also with oily ones@45,46#.
This would correspond to pressures close to the two-pha
area, whereA2,0 in Fig. 2 ~equivalentlyKT,0; see be-
low!.

FIG. 1. Superficial density of electrostatic chargeS of the nano-
particles dispersed in water atpH57 as a function of the free
citrate concentration@cit# free.
3-2
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ANISOTROPY OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031403
~iii ! An intermediate possibility, investigated in th
present paper, is that the balance of the interparticle inte
tions is globally repulsive in zero field (A2.0) and remains
globally repulsive under the applied magnetic field. In pra
tice, the colloidal dispersions studied here remain monop
sic in our range of applied field and temperature, owing
their chemical characteristics. This point is checked by li
scattering and optical microscopy observation.

C. Magnetic properties

The magnetic moment of the nanoparticles is of the or
of 104 Bohr magnetons and can be here considered
blocked in the particle along the easy direction of magn
zation @47#. Thanks to the rotational degrees of freedom
the nanoparticles in the liquid carrier, the resulting medi
behaves, under an applied fieldHW , like a giant paramagnetic
material@1#.

In the dilute regimewhere theinterparticle interaction is
negligible @48# (F<1%), the magnetization curveM (H)
can be described by a Langevin formalism

M5msFL~j! with L~j!5coth~j!2j21, ~1!

L(j) being the Langevin function andj5m0(mH/kT) the
Langevin argument withm0 the vacuum permeability,k the
Boltzmann constant, andT the temperature;j is particle size
dependent. Assuming a log-normal distribution of diamet
P(d)5(1/A2psd)exp$@ln2(d/d0)/2s2#%, M (H) measure-
ments@48# can be adjusted to determine a mean magn
sized05exp(̂ ln d&) and a standard deviations. Table I gives
d0 ands for the two present samples.

At finite concentration, in order to take into account th
magnetic interparticle interaction under the applied field

FIG. 2. DiagrampVw versus volume fractionF. Full lines:
equations of state of samples A~j! and B ~h! as calculated from
the present SANS results. Dashed line: equation of state of pe
gas (KT

050). Dotted line: guide for the eye of the phase diagra
~small dots! from Ref. @23# obtained for citrated ionic ferrofluids
based ong-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Dotted rectangle: critical area
evidenced in@43,44#.
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use, in a mean field approximation,an effective field model,
and the magnetization then writes@3#

M5FmsL~je! ~2!

with je given by the self-consistent equation

je5j1lgL~je!, ~3!

wherel is the effective field constant andg is the dipolar
interaction parameter.

If the effective field constantl is null, we recover expres
sions~1! without interparticle interactions. The classical Lo
entz value@49# of l is 0.33. In@37,38#, a valuel50.22 has
been found for ferrofluid solutions.

The dipolar interaction parameterg writes g
5m0(m2/r 3kT) where r is the mean interparticle distance
This parameterg is the ratio of the energy of dipolar inter
action to the thermal energykT, for two aligned dipoles. It
can be rewritten as

g5m0ms
2 pd3

6

F

kT
. ~4!

Thus, in the whole range of volume fractions, g is propor-
tional to F. The quantityg/F is a constantcharacteristic of
the nanoparticles andindependent ofF which can be easily
determined frommeasurements at low volume fractions. If
F!1, thenje'j andg is simply related to the initial mag
netic susceptibilityx05M /H through the Langevin expres
sion ~1!: it writes g53x0 thusg/F53x0 /F.

Table I gives the value of the constantg/F53x0 /F ob-
tained for each sample from ax0 measurement at lowF. In
this work,F ranges between 1% and 19%~see Table I!, thus
the maximum value ofg is here> 8. Theseg andg/F values
are compatible with the colloidal stability of the sample u
der field. To establish that, let us consider the mean fi
derivation@3# of the phase separation which defines, in t
framework of a cgs unit system, a threshold value for
parameterm2/d3kT ranging from 4.08~zero field! to 3.375
~infinite field!. Returning to SI this parameter becom
m0(m2/d3kT) with threshold values 4.0834p and 3.375
34p. This leads here~in SI! to g/F5(6/p)m0(m2/d3kT)
598 in zero field and 81 in infinite field. Our samples ha
significantly lowerg/F values~see Table I! which are a war-
rant for stability. Table II details the FF solutions studie
under applied magnetic field, recalling in each situation
values of the parametersg andj. In the present experiment
under magnetic field, the magnetization is never fully sa
rated. In the largest field,M reaches at most 75% of its satu
ration value.

III. SANS IN ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD

A. Experimental conditions

The scattering experiments are performed in the Labo
toire Léon Brillouin ~LLB ! Saclay, on the PAXE and PAXY
spectrometer of the LLB~CEA-CNRS! in the reactor Orphe´e
~CE-Saclay, France!. The neutron wavelength isl510 Å the
detector distance is 3.2 m, leading to a scattering vectoq

ct
3-3
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GAZEAU, DUBOIS, BACRI, BOUÉ, CEBERS, AND PERZYNSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 031403
ranging from 0.01 to 0.07 Å21. The fluid dispersion is intro-
duced between two quartz disks separated by an ann
spacer, the thickness of which lies between 0.1 and 1 m
depending on the volume fraction of particles. The intens

TABLE I. Characteristics of the ferrofluid solutions.D l 2 is the
nuclear contrast of the nanoparticles with respect to the liquid
rier. F is the volume fraction of the nanoparticles obtained from
chemical titration of iron. The mean diameterd0 and the standard
deviation s of the log-normal distribution are deduced from th
magnetization measurements at lowF ~see text!. The weight-
averaged diameterdw

calc and the gyration radiusRg
calc are calculated

from the magnetic size characteristicsd0 and s. The parameters
dw , Rg , KT

0, andA2 are deduced from SANS measurements in z
field @see Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. The dipolar interaction paramete
g/F is deduced experimentally from initial susceptibility measu
mentsat low F.

Sample A B

Liquid carrier water glycerine
D l 2 ~cm24! 4.5331021 3.1231021

d0 ~nm! 9.5 6.8
s 0.3 0.4

dw ~nm! 14.0 15.3
dw

calc ~nm! 14.2 14
Rg ~nm! 8.1 8.8

Rg
calc ~nm! 8.9 10.4

KT
0 13.8 9.1

A2 ~mol cm3 g22! 331027 1.631027

g/F 4261 3962
F 0.7%, 2.3%, 3.3%

5.1%, 6.4%, 9.4%,
19%

0.7%,
5%,
19%

TABLE II. Measurements under applied field—sample char
teristics. The dipolar interaction parameterg is deduced from Table
I. The Langevin parameterj is evaluated withj5gH/msF using
g/F541 andms543105 A m21.

Sample F g H ~kA m21! j

A 0.7% 0.3 68 6.9
A 6.4% 2.76.1 68 6.9

A 19% 8.06.2 28.4 2.9
40.8 4.2
68 6.9

B 0.7% 0.2 27.2 2.8

B 5% 1.960.1 9.6 1
16.4 1.7
27.2 2.8

B 19% 7.460.4 8 0.8
16.4 1.7
27.2 2.8
03140
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of the scattered neutrons is recorded on a plane as a fun
of the scattering vectorqW . A data treatment is applied in
order to subtract the scattering from the solvent and
quartz cell. In all the figures the error bars on the scatte
intensity are smaller than the symbols.

As pointed out previously, the scattering of neutrons b
magnetic colloid may have two different origins: eith
nuclear interactions with all nuclei of the sample, or ma
netic interaction between neutron spins and local fields. T
magnetic cross section, proportional tom2 and to the number
of particle per volume unit, can be evaluated from the m
netizationM of our cobalt ferrite particles@50#. If the par-
ticles are dispersed in a hydrogenated solvent, the magn
scattering is less than 2% of the total cross section. T
point is experimentally confirmed by a polarization analy
performed with the spin-echo diffractometer of Laborato
Léon Brillouin ~CEA-CNRS! in the reactor Orphe´e ~CE-
Saclay, France! @36,42#. We therefore neglect magnetic sca
tering and are just left with scattering by nuclei.

The respective scattering length densities of CoFe2O4,
water, and glycerin are 6.231010 cm22, 0.614
31010 cm22, and20.5331010 cm22. Table I gives the re-
sulting contrast between the particles and the two solve
which are equivalent in this respect. They mostly differ
their viscosity; however, from the static point of view of th
present study, this has no effect.

B. Theoretical background

Although the scattering of a usual dispersion of partic
is well known, we recall here the main formulas for a cle
definition of coefficients before adding a new term, the co
tribution coming from the applied field. We start from th
scattered intensityI ~cm21! of a colloidal dispersion of
spherical and solid magnetic particles in mutual interacti
It may be written in zero magnetic field as

I ~q,F!5D l 2FVwF~q!S~q,F!. ~5!

whereD l 2 is the squared difference of scattering length de
sities ~in cm24! between the nanoparticles and the solve
carrier, F the volume fraction of nanoparticles,Vw their
weight average volume,F(q) the particle form factor, and
S(q,F) the structure factor of the solution. Here the scatt
ing is isotropic. The intensity, the form factor, and the stru
ture factor depend on the scattering vector only through
modulus: q5uqW u.

The form factorof isolated spherical particles can be wr
ten in the lowq limit as

F~q!'expS 2
1

3
q2Rg

2D if qRg<1, ~6!

whereRg is the radius of gyration of the nanoparticles.
Thestructure factor S(q,F) expresses the structure of th

colloid, that is the spatial distribution of the centers of ma
of the nanoparticles under their mutual interactions. In
high q limit, it is independent ofq andF and it is equal to 1.
In the small but finiteq limit, the structure factor can be
expanded inq2, as we will see now.
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ANISOTROPY OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031403
Let us develop the free energy densityf of the solution as
a Ginzburg-Landau expansion@51# in F and¹F. The varia-
tion of f, up to the second order term in concentration flu
tuations, can be written as

1

2
d2f 5

1

2F

]p

]F
~dF!21

b0

2
„¹~dF!…2, ~7!

wherep is the osmotic pressure of the solution. This ene
functional describes the concentration fluctuations in
continuum limit. The second term is the energy co
associated with their spatial inhomogeneities. Express
the free energy through Fourier componentsdFqW

5(1/AV)*dF exp(iqW•rW)dV of the concentration fluctuations
the structure factor of the solution at smallq can be written
as

S~q,F!215
FVw

^udFqW u2&
5

Vw

kT S ]p

]F
1b0q2F D . ~8!

We see from Eq.~8! that in the limitq→0, S(q,F) is pro-
portional to the osmotic compressibility of the solutio
]p/]F is usually written at lowF as a virial development,

]p

]F
>kTS 1

Vw
12r2A2NaF D , ~9!

r being the particle density,A2 the second virial coefficien
of the osmotic pressure, andNA the Avogadro number. Com
bining Eqs.~8! and ~9! we obtain

S~q,F!21>11KT
0F~12q2k0

22!

~10!where

KT
052r2A2VwNa and 2KT

0k0
225

b0Vw

kT

k0
21 being a characteristic length. Here the interparticle

tential is repulsive,KT
0 is positive, andb0 is negative. In this

situation, atq→0, there is no correlation domain associat
to the fluctuations of concentration, see Appendix A~the op-
posite case would correspond to large scales fluctuations
a system close to a phase separation@52#!. The fluctuations
of position of the particles are here individual fluctuatio
associated with a correlation hole of orderk0

21.
Let us now focus on the signification of this lengthk0

21.
For that purpose, we introduce the direct correlation funct
C(q)5(Vw /F)@12S21(q,F)#. C(q) is the Fourier trans-
form of C(r ), which is related to the interparticle potenti
V(r ): as a first approximation,C(r )52V(r )/kT @53#. If
V(r )'exp(2k0r)/r with a potential rangek0

21, then C(q)
52VwKT

0(12q2k0
22). However, the potential between th

cobalt ferrite nanoparticles is more complicated for differe
reasons: the scattering objects are not points, they ha
spatial extension and the finite size of the particles canno
neglected. The potential is a combination of hard sphere
pulsion ~HS!, van der Waals attraction~VdW!, electrostatic
repulsion~elec!, and dipolar interaction~dip!.
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Thus we can writek0
225( i Aik i

22, where theAi are co-
efficients, respectively, depending on the characteristics
interactioni ~i 5HS, VdW, el, or dip!. In all cases,k0

21 is
characteristic of the range of the interactions between p
ticles; however, simple limits only can be written easi
First, if the salt concentration is low,kelec

21 dominates. Be-
cause of the finite size of the particles,kelec

21 is not exactly the
Debye length but depends on it. Second, if the salt conc
tration is high,Aelec is negligible. IfAVdW andAdip are neg-
ligible compared toAHS then k0

21 reduces tokHS
215D/A10

~D being the hard sphere diameter!, at the level of the second
virial approximation.

C. Results

Whatever the sample and the volume fraction of the so
tion, the neutron scattering in zero field is isotropic@see Fig.
3~a!#. The intensityI (q,F) obtained for sampleA after av-

FIG. 3. Sample A in zero applied field.~a! Isotropic 2D scatter-
ing pattern atF519%. The contour lines are isointensity profile
~b! IntensityI averaged on rings at constant scattering vectorq as a
function of q at various volume fractions@from top to bottomF
519% ~d!; 9.4% ~n!; 6.4% ~1!; 5.1% ~3!; 3.3% ~L!; 2.3% ~h!;
and 0.7%~,!#. The dashed line corresponds to the computed int
sity F* (q,F519%).
3-5
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eraging on a ring at constantq is given in Fig. 3~b!. The
scattered intensity is at lowF a monotonously decreasin
function ofq and presents at the largestF a small bump at an
intermediate scattering vectorq. Whateverq, the intensity is
an increasing function ofF.

A closer look at lowq shows, whileq decreases, an in
crease of intensity for the largest sample concentrations:
could be possibly explained by an agglomeration of
nanoparticles asF increases. In order to check that we a
not concerned by such a process, let us take the caseF
519% and compare in Fig. 3~b! the intensity I (q,F
519%) to the quantityF* (q,F)5F@D l 2VwF(q)# @taken at
F519% and whereF(q), the form factorof the particles is
deduced from the lowF measurements by an extrapolatio
at F50 of the ratio I (q,F)/F#. F* (q,F) would be the
scattered intensity in the absence of interparticle interactio
In Fig. 3~b!, F* (q,F519%) is forq,331022 Å 21 clearly
larger thanI (q,F519%). This inequality is true for all the
other F values. It is the proof that the increase of intens
observed at lowq for the largest sample concentrations ca
not be explained by an agglomeration of the nanoparticle
F increases. This process would indeed have induced
increase of the volumeVW of the scattering entities and thu
a scattered intensity larger thanF* (q,F). On the contrary
the difference betweenF* (q,F519%) andI (q,F519%)
has to be addressed to a structure factor smaller than 1 a
q and largeF @see expression~5!#. The upturn forq→0 ~at
largeF! of I}FF(q)S(q,F) is the result of the product of a
function continuously decreasing withq, FF(q), by a non-
monotonous function ofq, S(q,F), which remains constant

1. Particle size characteristics and interaction parameter KT
0

This section is based upon expressions~5! and ~10!. As
said aboveD l 2VwF(q) is deduced from a linear extrapola
tion at F50 of the ratioI (q,F)/F. As shown in Fig. 4~a!
for sampleA, a semilogarithmic plot ofD l 2VwF(q) versus
q2 provides via a linear fit to expression~6! the radius of
gyrationRg ; radii for samplesA andB are given in Table I.

We also extractD l 2Vw and KT
0 from the data atq→0

using expression ~10!. A linear adjustment of
@F/I (q,F)#q5qmin

as a function ofF, is made for qmin

51022 Å 21 @see Figure 4~b!#. Here@F/I (q,F)#q5qmin
is as-

similated to limq→0@F/I (q,F)#5(1/D l 2Vw)S21(q50,F),
as forq→0 F(q) reduces to 1. KnowingD l 2, we can then
compare for the two samples, the two particle sizesRg , and
dw5(6Vw /p)1/3 determined by neutron scattering to th
ones expected from the magnetic size distribution@48,54#
~Table I!. They are in reasonable agreement.

The coefficientKT
0 is indeed found here positive and o

the order of 10 for both samples. It expresses that, on a
age, the total interparticle interaction is repulsive. The s
ond virial coefficient of the osmotic pressure,A2 , which is
proportional toKT

0, is also positive and here of the order of
few 1027 cm3 g21 mol. Knowing A2 , we calculate the os
motic pressurep of each of our FF solutions and can loca
those samples on the phase diagram of Fig. 2 describe
Sec. II B.
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2. Structure factor and characteristic correlation lengthk0
À1

The structure factorS(q,F) of the FF solutions is de-
duced fromI (q,F), knowingF(q). We show it in Fig. 5 for
sampleA at variousF. For the largest volume fractionF
519%, the structure factor exhibits a distinctive maximu
at a scattering vectorqbump54.331022 Å 21. This corre-
sponds to a distanceDbump52p/qbump>145 Å very close to
the mean interparticle distanced(p/6F)1/3 ~5 145 Å! de-
duced from the volume fraction of the solution.

From S(q,F), we can also, atq→0, determine the coef-
ficient b0 of the fluctuation term in the free energy develo
ment~7! @or equivalently the characteristic lengthk0

21 of Eq.
~10!#. The quantity (1/F)@S(q,F)2121#52C(q)/Vw can
be plotted as a function ofq2; as shown in Fig. 6~a! for
sample A atF55.1%. At low q, 2C(q)/Vw decreases lin-
early as a function ofq2, starting from the valueKT

0 at q
50, and with a slope equal tob0Vw /kT52KT

0k0
22 @see ex-

pression~10!#. From Fig. 6~a! we obtain for sample A atF
55.1%: KT

0514, b0Vw /kT523.23104 Å 2, leading to
k0

21548 Å andb0 /kT522.231022 Å 21.

FIG. 4. Sample A in zero applied field.~a! Guinier plot of
D l 2VwF(q) as a function ofq2. The full line corresponds toRg

581 Å. ~b! Plot of F/I at q5qmin5731023 Å 21 as a function of
F. The full line corresponds toKT

0513.8.
3-6
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ANISOTROPY OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031403
This lengthk0
21 allows us to rescale the structure facto

S(q,F): plotted versusqk0
21, the different curves all snip

together and the intersection point corresponds toqk0
21;1

and S(q,F);1 @see the inset of Fig. 5~a!#. Moreover, the
plot of 2C(q,F)/KT

0Vw versusq2k0
22 leads whateverF to a

linear master curve in the range 0,qk0
21,1 @see Fig. 6~b!#.

These two representations express that the developme
expression~10! is valid up toq5k0 , i.e., for q larger than
expected, and validates the experimental determination
k0

21.
Whatever the sample and the volume fraction,b0 is here

negative,KT
0.0, andk0

21 is defined. The rangek0
21 of the

interparticle potential is plotted in Fig. 7 as a functionF: it is
a decreasing function ofF. The samples are prepared b
diluting the most concentrated one with pure water; the io
strength in our samples is proportional toF.

For the highestF the ionic strength is high (@citrate# free
'0.1 mol l21), the electrostatic repulsion is screened, a
this sample may exhibit a behavior close to that of a h
sphere system~see Sec. III B!. It is indeed what we observe
Let us consider a hard sphere diameter of 100 Å, we ob
kHS

21;32 Å. It is close to the experimental value ofk0
21

obtained atF519%.
For lowerF, the lower ionic strength makes the range

the repulsion larger and contributes to increasek0
21, which

becomes larger than for hard spheres. Note that extra ex
ments, not presented here and performed at constant
strength with other samples, lead to a value fork0

21 that is
independent ofF.

IV. SANS UNDER APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD

A. Experimental scattered intensity: overview of its
anisotropic character

Using the same spectrometer configuration as descr
above in Sec. III, the experiment is now performed unde

FIG. 5. Structure factorS(q,H50) versus the scattering vecto
q for sample A atH50 for various volume fractionsF @same
symbols as in Fig. 3~b!#. Inset: S(q,H50) as a function of the
reduced parameterqko

21.
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magnetic fieldHW 5HhW , hW being the unit vector along the
field direction. It is applied in the plane of the sample c
~i.e., perpendicular to the neutron flux! and ranges between
and 680 kA/m~see the summary in Table II!.

Under applied field, the scattering becomes anisotropic
can be seen by various representations of the intensity.

~i! 2D patterns@Fig. 8~a!# of equal intensity contours.
~ii ! By plotting the counting along a ring as a function

the angleu5(qW ,hW ) between the scattering vector and t
field @Fig. 8~b!#. The anisotropy of the pattern is strong
low q ~along a circle of radius atq50.02 Å21 the intensity
varies sinusoidally withu; such that I max/Imin'2! and
smooths out progressively asq increases~along a circle at
q50.06 Å21, the intensity does not vary withu, thus is ba-
sically isotropic!.

~iii ! By radial averaging of the intensity in sectors
615° along the directions perpendicular to the field (qW'hW )
and parallel to it (qW ihW ), leading respectively toI'(q) and
I i(q) as shown in Fig. 9. If we compare with the radial

FIG. 6. Sample A atH50. ~a! Plot of @S(q,H50)2121#/F as
a function ofq2 at F55.1% andq,2.231022 Å 21. The full line
is the best fit of the data by Eq.~10! with KT

0513.8 andk0
21

548 Å. It corresponds here tob0Vw /kT523.23104 Å 2. ~b! Di-
rect correlation function in a reduced representationC(q,H50)/
2VwKT

05@S(q,H50)2121#/KT
0F as a function ofq2k0

22. Same
symbols as in Fig. 3~b!. The full line corresponds to Eq.~10!.
3-7
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FIG. 7. Plot ofk0
21 as a function ofF for samples A~d! and B

~m!. The dashed line is a guide for the eye.

FIG. 8. Sample A atF519%. ~a! Anisotropic 2D scattering
pattern under a horizontal fieldH568 kA m21. ~b! Angular depen-
dence of the scattered intensityI at two different scattering vector
~q5231022 Å 21 and 631022 Å 21! in zero field~open symbols!
and underH568 kA m21 ~full symbols!.
03140
averaged intensityI H50(q) at H50, we note the following:
~i! At low q, compared toI H50(q), I'(q) shows an excess
of scattering, whileI i(q) shows a deficiency.~ii ! For pro-
gressively increasingq, the orderI'(q)>I H50(q).I i(q) is
kept; however, this hierarchy progressively vanishes until
largestq are reached, thenI'(q)>I H50(q)>I i(q).

In the same way that we have checked for the absenc
particle agglomeration without applied magnetic field, w
can check it now under field. SinceI'(q) never reaches
F* (q,F519%), the intensity expected for noninteractin
particles~see Fig. 9; curve forF* is a dotted line!, agglom-
eration is absent. In other words, an applied field does
affect Vw and F(q), therefore, does not produce a pha
separation.

Let us also note thatI i(q) andI'(q) are not proportional:
I'(q) is monotonically decreasing withq while I i(q) is not
monotonic. The anisotropy ofI (qW ) under field has then to be
related to an anisotropy of the structure factor which has
be written asS(qW ,F) or S(q,u,F).

B. Analysis of the experimental structure factor

1. Direct observation

Assuming thus that the form factorF(q) is the same as in
zero field, we deduce from the average of the scattered
tensity on615° sectors~see Fig. 9! Si(q,F) at u50 and
S'(q,F) at u5p/2. They are plotted on Fig. 10 for samp
A at F519% andH568 kA m21. They are compared to th
isotropic structure factorSH50(q,F519%) obtained previ-
ously atH50. We observe the following.

~i! The maximum ofSH50 at q5qbump51022 Å 21 is pre-
served forS' , and even slightly enhanced.

~ii ! This bump is completely smoothed out forSi which is
almost flat forq>3.831022 Å 21.

~iii ! At small q, the anisotropy ofS(qW ) is more pro-
nounced. It can be understood as an anisotropy of compr

FIG. 9. Sample A atF519%. A comparison among the sca
tered intensityI (q) at H50 averaged on rings at constantq ~open
symbols!; the anisotropic intensities atH568 kA m21 averaged on
a sector of615° along the field direction~I i for u50: j! and
perpendicular to the field direction~I' for u5p/2: d!; and the
quantityF* (q,F519%) determined in zero field~dashed line!.
3-8
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ANISOTROPY OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031403
ibility and of the spatial fluctuations of concentration.
~iv! At small q, the variations ofS(qW ) as a function of the

angleu at constantq are well fitted by a linear function o
cos2(u) ~see the inset of Fig. 10!.

2. Anisotropic structure factor coefficients

In a first step we analyze the lowq results in a phenom
enological way, in terms of an anisotropic coefficie
KT(H,u) which controls the global interaction andb(H,u)
which controls the spatial inhomogeneities of the fluctuatio
of F. Transposing the zero-field expressions~8! and ~10! to
the under-field situation the structure factor then writes

S~q,H,u,F!21511KT~H,u!F

1~Vw /kT!b~H,u!Fq2 at low F and q.

~11!

Further on, we use the superscriptsi and', respectively,
for u50 andu5p/2. Still for sample A atF519%, Fig. 11
presents for the two directions the variations ofKT and b
with the applied fieldH. In Fig. 11~a!, KT

i increases with the
field, while KT

' decreases. In Fig. 11~b!, the variations ofb
are opposite:bi decreases with the applied field whileb'

increases. This suggests a proportionality betweenKT and
2b. It can be seen in Fig. 11~c! which plots for sample A at
F519% the ratioA(2b/kT)(Vw /KT) as a function ofH. It
is roughly a constant equal tok0

21 whatever the directioni or
'. Figure 12~a! shows that the variations of the ratiosKT

'/KT
i

and b'/bi for samples A and B roughly superimpose as
function of H ~note that these ratios go as low as 0.2 at
kA m21!. Experimental data thus support the relation

Vwb~H,u!

kT
52KT~H,u!k0

22, ~12!

FIG. 10. Sample A atF519%. Comparison between theq de-
pendencies of the zero field structure factorS(q,H50) and of the

anisotropic oneS(q,H,u) under H568 kA m21 for u50 (qW iHW )

andu5p/2 (qW'HW ). Same symbols as Fig. 9. Inset: Angular depe
dence ofS(q,H,u) at q5231022 Å 21 andH568 kA m21.
03140
t

s
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where the characteristic lengthk0
21 remains independent o

H and u. Note that Eq. ~12! reduces to Vwb0 /kT5
2KT

0k0
22 in zero field @Eq. ~10!#. It is then possible to re-

write the structure factor as

-

FIG. 11. Sample A atF519%. Under field anisotropy of the
experimental coefficientsKT ~a! andb/kT ~b!. Field independence
of the potential rangeko

215A(2b/kT)(Vw /KT) ~c!. Symbols:j

for qW iHW ; d for qW'HW . The dashed lines are deduced from the e
pressions~11!, ~12!, and ~14!, al /F and bl /F being calculated
from the expressions~B4! and ~B11! with g/F541 andl50.22.
~The fit gives hereKT

0515.6 andk0
22/Vw51023 Å 21.!
3-9
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S~q,H,u,F!21>11KT~H,u!F~12q2k0
22!

at low F and q. ~13!

The low q anisotropy of the structure factor reduces to
anisotropy of macroscopic compressibility@or of the interac-
tion parameterKT(H,u)# which varies linearly with cos2u at
constant field~see the inset of Fig. 10!. The validity of such
a development up toF519% andq5k0 is also supported
by Fig. 12~b!, which plots the direct correlation functio
C(q,H,u,F) as a function ofq2k0

22 for both u50 andu
5p/2: the master curve obtained foru andH expresses tha
the development of expression~13! is valid up toq5k0 .

C. Theoretical derivation of the structure factor

How should we interpret those observations? Let us n
that here the scattering is dominantly nuclear, thus the m
netic moment orientation induced by the magnetic field is
detected. As there is not any macroscopic phase separ
here, the principal effect then comes from a modification

FIG. 12. ~a! Comparison of the magnetic field dependence of
ratiosKT

'/KT
i ~full symbols! andb' /bi ~open symbols! for samples

A ~j, h! and B ~d, s! at F519%. The dashed line is deduce
from the expressions~11!, ~12!, and~14! ~as in Fig. 11!. ~b! Sample
A at F519% under various applied fields.C(q,H,u)/
2VwKT(H,u)5@S21(q,H,u)21#/FKT(H,u) as a function of
q2ko

22 @H50: ~d!; H520.5 kA m21, u50: ~h!, u5p/2: ~j!;
H541 kA m21, u50: ~n!, u5p/2: ~m!; H568 kA m21,
u50:~L!, u5p/2: ~l!#. The full line corresponds to Eq.~13!.
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the dipole-dipole pair potential at the microscopic level. T
resulting anisotropy of the fluctuations under field can
determined from the development of the free energy of
system. The formalism used and presented hereafter is b
on the same ground as a model previously developed in R
@37,38# to describe the field dependence of the massic di
sion coefficient of FF as measured at very lowq in a forced
Rayleigh scattering experiment. In this experiment an anis
ropy of the diffusion coefficientD is observed under field. As
on thermodynamic bases,D is inversely proportional to the
structure factor of the solution atq50 ~and also to the fric-
tion coefficient!, the anisotropy ofD and that ofS(q50) are
naturally linked@55#.

Our theoretical derivation consists of the smallq expan-
sion of the free energy@expression~7!# in the framework of
our model@37,38#. As derived in Appendix B the effect o
the magnetic field on the interaction parameterKT(H,u) of
expression~13! can be written as

KT~H,u!5KT
02Fal

F G
~ i !

1Fbl cos2 u

F G
~ i i !

. ~14!

This expression contains three terms. The zero-field one,KT
0,

is isotropic and includes all the interactions nondependen
H. There are two contributions coming from the magne
dipolar interaction under field, and thus dependent onH: ~i!
A mean field contribution—isotropic and basically
attractive—related to themean local fields effects. It ac-
counts for the short-range aspects of the magnetic dip
interaction.~ii ! An anisotropic and repulsivecontribution re-
lated to theanisotropic fluctuations of the macroscopic fiel.
This demagnetizing effect, which increases the energy of
system, accounts for the long-range aspects of the magn
dipolar interaction.

The details of the calculations of2al /F andbl cos2u/F
are given in Appendix B. Let us point out the following.

~i! The two contributions2al /F andbl cos2u/F can be
expressed as a function of the effective field parameterl @see
Eq. ~3!; here taken equal to 0.22 like in@37,38## as well as of
g andje @thusj through Eq.~3!#.

~ii ! They saturate in high fields,2al /F tends toward
2lg /F ~here'9! andbl /F tends towardg/F ~here'41!.

~iii ! The absolute value of2al /F is always smaller here
thanKT

0/2. ThusKT(H,u) cannot become negative~even for
u5p/2! and the dipole-dipole interaction is not able to d
stabilize the present colloidor to induce its particle aggre-
gation.

D. Comparison between theory and experiment

Figure 11~a! appears thus as an experimental plot of

KT
i
5KT

02
al

F
1

bl

F
for qW ihW ,

~15!

KT
'5KT

02
al

F
for qW'hW

e
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ANISOTROPY OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031403
as a function of the applied field. The field dependence
2al /F and bl /F can then be either calculated from th
characteristics of the colloids~see Appendix B! in order to fit
the data in Figs. 11~a!, 11~b!, and 12~a!, using expressions
~B4! and ~B11! from Appendix B @and expression~12! to
deducebi/kT andb'/kT as a function ofal /F andbl /F#
or deduced from the experimental field dependence ofKT

'

andKT
i since we know from Eq.~15! that

bl

F
5KT

i
2KT

' ~16!

and

al

F
5KT

'2KT
0. ~17!

As al /F andbl /F are functions that are weakly depe
dent onF, we can present in the same Figs. 13~a! and 13~b!
the theoretical variations ofal /F andbl /F deduced from
Appendix B and the experimental data using expressi
~16! and ~17!. They are also compared to the previous m
surements ofal /F and bl /F obtained in the Rayleigh
forced experiment@37,38# with a sample of similar dipolar
characteristicsg/F541. The agreement between the da
and the model is reasonable. Note that althoughal /F and
bl /F are expected to saturate in high fields, respectively

FIG. 13. Field dependence of the coefficientsbl /F ~a! and
2al /F, ~b! as deduced from the SANS data and expressions~16!
and~17!—sample A atF519% ~j!, at F56.4% ~m! and sample
B at F519% ~h!, at F55% ~n!; from the forced Rayleigh scat
tering experiment of Refs.@37,38# performed with a FF based o
maghemite particles~d!; and from theoretical expressions~B4! and
~B11! with g/F541 andl50.22 ~dashed line!.
03140
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l(g/F)'9 and tog/F'41 ~see Appendix B!, this satura-
tion is not fully reached here experimentally for an appli
field H568 kA m21.

In conclusion, in a monophasic FF under magnetic fie
there are fluctuations of macroscopic fields, which are diff
ent in the directions parallel and normal to the applied fie
The diffusion becomes anisotropic as it introduces a sup
mentary dispersive force centered along the field and vary
linearly with cos2 u. This anisotropic dispersive forc
@}(bl /F)cos2 u# is coming from the long-range effect o
the dipolar magnetic interaction~the demagnetizing effect!.
It is here much stronger than the~short-range! mean-field
averaged dipolar interaction (}2al /F). The combination
of those two contributions results in an anisotropy of t
Brownian motion of the nanoparticles under field and c
rectly describes the anisotropy of structure factor under fie

V. DISCUSSION

It is common sense to expect that the SANS observa
of FF under field would give anisotropic scattering. How
ever, we would like to stress the many unexpected aspec
it.

~1! The most usual signal in a magnetic system under fi
~e.g., ferromagnetic steel! is ‘‘eightlike’’ patterns oriented
perpendicular to the field@35,56#. The reason is that mag
netic scattering is null whenq is parallel to the field. Here we
observe rather similar patterns, but the magnetic scatterin
negligible. We have only nuclear scattering, revealing
positions of the particles.

~2! If we focus on spatial positions, we could meet
second well-known expectation, following de Gennes a
Pincus, namely chaining of particles along the field. In pr
ciple, such chaining should produceat the scale of the diam
eter of particles a pronounced maximum of the structure f
tor @Si(q)# in the direction parallel toH, corresponding to
the first neighbors along the chain as predicted in@34#. How-
ever, in our system we observe just the opposite: both the
maximum and the zeroq limit are stronger in the perpen
dicular direction. This is correctly accounted for by our pr
posed derivation of the scattering, and therefore explaine

~3! Though our model gives a good description of t
patterns observed here in this paper, we want to stress
fact that it can givequite different degree of anisotropyde-
pending on the system under study. Atq50, the maximum
anisotropy of the pattern can be, for example, quantified
the ratio

KT
i
2KT

'

KT
' 5

bl

F

KT
02

al

F

, ~18!

which reaches here a value of the order of 4.3. Yet, exp
mentally, the SANS pattern of a ferrofluid under magne
field is not always anisotropic@42,43#. In particular, the
sample A of Ref.@22# ~do57.1 nm; s50.15; dw58.3 nm!
does not present any anisotropy under a field of 68 kA/m
F511%. This point can be explained by a very differe
3-11
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situation: in this colloid repulsion is very strong, such th
KT

0>33 with g/F511, which leads to a ratio (bl /F)/@KT
0

2(al /F)# of the order of 5%. The field effect is then 10
times smaller than in the present work.

A. Behavior at various scales

At large spatial scales~low scattering vectors:q<k0!, we
extract the following from the experimental data:

~i! A length k0
21 characteristic of the range of the pa

potential which does not present any significant anisotr
under field, up toF>19%.

~ii ! A strongly anisotropic compressibility felt under fie
at a long spatial range.

~iii ! An always positive interaction parameterKT(H,u)
whateverH andu. Increasing even more the magnetic fie
would not modify this point asal /F would saturate here a
a valuel(g/F)>9 still smaller thanKT

0.
~iv! An always negativeb0 coefficient associated with th

contribution of the spatial inhomogeneities of concentrat
to the free energy. The fluctuations of position of individu
particles are associated with a correlation hole. Under fi
those individual fluctuations of position are anisotropic.

If our model satisfactorily explains large spatial scale b
haviors, a precise description of the detailed local struct
of the ferrofluid under field is yet to be done. We hav
however, several indicators for this description from t
structure factor atq>k0 :

~i! The peak at highF, which is more pronounced in
I i(q) than in I'(q) under field, while it is the opposite fo
S(q), for which the maximum vanishes forSi(q). In that
direction the field seems to unstructure the fluid syste
which looks like a ‘‘gas’’ in that direction with no local struc
ture ~the structure factor is flat at highq!.

~vi! The peak abscissa, which does not appear sig
cantly modified with respect to its value in zero field, in t
direction normal to the applied field; in as much as it rep
sents an interparticle distance~in the direct space!, the latter
does not seem to vary. However a serious account of
meaning of the peak, in particular with respect to the part
size, would be easier with much less polydisperse samp

B. Handwaving picture

All this can be summarized in a handwaving explanati
Along the field, because of the demagnetizing effect, spa
inhomogeneities of magnetic field are expensive in ene
the system prefers to lower them, hence to lower the conc
tration fluctuations as much as possible~increasing the fluc-
tuations of position of the nanoparticles!. Meanwhilein the
transverse direction, these demagnetizing field effects vani
@u50 in Eq. ~14!#. However, in the transverse direction w
only observe the other—isotropic—effect of the field: t
fluctuations of concentration are slightly larger than un
zero field because of the short range isotropic and attrac
contribution of the ~mean-field averaged! interaction be-
tween magnetic dipoles, which slightly decreases the fluc
tions of position of the nanoparticles.

Those anisotropic local fluctuations of nanoparticle po
tions smooth down the maximum ofS(q) in the direction
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parallel to the field. It is those local fluctuations that rend
the system macroscopically less compressible in the di
tion parallel to the field than in the normal one. In real spa
the system looks like a gas in the direction parallel to
field, while it keeps its fluid structure perpendicularly to th
field.

We have seen that there is no real chaining, since
particles are not coming in static close contact to each o
to produce compact elongated chains. This would be
tected by the observation of a clear maximum ofSi(q) in the
contact condition. However, the strong difference in fluctu
tions of concentration~and of nanoparticle positions! along
and perpendicular to the field can be phrased as creati
kind of interaction chainingvia the structuration perpendicu
lar to the field.

VI. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

We have studied experimentally the nuclear part of
SANS pattern, here only related to particle positions, of
ionic magnetic colloid far from the conditions of colloida
destabilization.

In zero field the SANS pattern is isotropic. A fluidlike
structure is found for the colloid: with large enough volum
fractions, a maximum of the structure factor is observed
the mean interparticle distance. From a standard Land
Ginzburg free energy, we derive the structure factor at sm
scattering vectors~large distances!. Besides the particle size
characteristicsVw andRg8 two quantities characterizing th
pair interparticle potential are measured at lowq: the inter-
action parameterKT

0 ~proportional to the second virial coef
ficient!, which is found positive, meaning that the potential
globally repulsive, and its rangek0

21 of the order of 30 Å at
F519%. The coefficientb0 associated in the model to th
spatial inhomogeneities of concentration fluctuatio
@2 1

2 b0(¹dF)2 in the free energy# is always negative here
being equal to2(kT/Vw)KT

0k0
22.

Under fieldthe SANS pattern is anisotropic. This aniso
ropy is coming from the structure factor of the solution a
can be analyzed at different scales.

At low q the effective compressibility of the system
found anisotropic: while the characteristic lengthk0

21 re-
mains isotropic under field, the interaction parameterKT and
the coefficientb are both strongly anisotropic. A quantitativ
analysis shows that these lowq anisotropies are here due t
the long range magnetic interaction. The interaction of
medium with the magnetic field is introduced through tw
contributions added to the zero-field description. The fi
one, isotropic, modelizes the local field effects. It corr
sponds to an increased attraction of the pair potential w
magnetic moments are aligned along the field. The sec
one, anisotropic, modelizes the long range demagnetiz
field effect, associated with the fluctuations of magnetizati
It reduces any strong concentration fluctuations along
field because they would provoke strong field gradients.

At q larger thank0 , we observe a smoothing of the stru
ture factor in the direction parallel to the field while th
fluidlike zero-field structure is roughly preserved in the p
3-12
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pendicular directions. In the direction parallel to the field t
system appears like a gas.

All these results lead to the following interpretation—t
fluctuations of concentration in the system are smoot
along the field—they are associated with fluctuations of
sition of the particles, which are increased along the field
decreased in the perpendicular directions. This means
the local Brownian motion of the nanoparticles is anisotro
here. It also explains why we do not observe under field
close-contact chaining of the nanoparticles. On the contr
we could describe the observed uniaxial anisotropic struc
as that of a pseudo-one-dimensional gas along the
coupled to a more compressible fluidlike structure in the t
perpendicular directions. We propose to call ‘‘interacti
chaining,’’ such a uniaxial structure coming from the tran
verse fluidlike structuration.

As a future development of this work, we shall study ho
the diffraction pattern would be modified under rotation
order to analyze the local competition of the dipolar inter
tion under field with the vorticity of the solid rotation. W
shall then connect the direct observation of the local str
ture of the FF to magneto-rheological measurements as
tained in@19,20#.

Another interesting question to elucidate would be w
happens if the colloid is in a less repulsive situation if it
closer to the colloidal phase separation in zero field and t
has a reduced interaction parameterKT

0 ? It is then possible
to imagine a hybrid situation withKT

',0 andKT
i
.0; that is

a system potentially unstable in the direction perpendicu
to the field remaining stable in the field direction. Note th
some experimental observations come to support such a
sibility: concentrated phase droplets~in a phase separate
sample close to the threshold! observed by optical micros
copy exhibit a strong anisotropy of surface tension, as
predicted by recent numerical simulations@57#.
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APPENDIX A

Let us first come back to the development ofS(q,F)
written in Eq.~10!. This development has to be distinguish
from the more classical following development@58#:

1

S~q,F!
5

Vwb0

kT
Fjc

22~11q2jc
2!, ~A1!

which is meaningful near a second order phase transi
threshold. In Eq.~A1!, jc corresponds to the characterist
length of the fluctuations of concentration, and diverges
the critical point. The link between the two lengthsk0

21 and
jc , respectively, defined in Eqs.~10! and ~A1! is
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jc
2252KT

0k0
22 F

11KT
0F

5
Vwb0

kT

F

11KT
0F

. ~A2!

As the quantity 11KT
0F5 limq→0(1/S) is always positive,

jc
2 is of the same sign asb0 . We recall that this coefficientb0

is defined in Eq.~7! and related toKT
0 andk0

21 by Eq. ~10!,

b052
kT

Vw
KT

0k0
22.

Two main opposite situations can be encountered:~i! If
the interparticle potential is globally attractive thenKT

0,0,
k0

22.0, b0.0, andjc
2.0. In that case the system presen

concentration fluctuations with a characteristic correlat
length jc . It tends to phase separate, see for exam
@44,58,59#. ~ii ! If the interparticle potential is globally repul
sive thenKT

0.0, k0
22.0, b0,0, andjc

2,0. The lengthjc is
not defined. There is no correlation domain for the fluctu
tions of concentration. The individual fluctuations of positio
of the particles are associated with a correlation hole of or
k0

21, the spatial range of the pair potential~repulsive on
average!. The system remains monophasic. It is the situat
of the present work.

Note that experimentally, some intermediate situatio
may be observed ifKT

0 andb0 are small: they do not come t
zero exactly together. Then Eq.~7! has to be developed at
higher order indF.

APPENDIX B

In the framework of our model, the effect of the magne
field on the compressibility of the system is separated i
two contributions.

~i! An isotropic mean-field one, related to themeanlocal
field, which modifies the zero field interaction parameterKT

0

entering in expression~7! @via Eqs.~9! and ~10!#. On aver-
age, the dipolar interaction is globally attractive. It modifi
the zero-field chemical potentialw0 and transforms it inw
5w01wH . The additional termwH has to take into accoun
the effect of the applied field and that of the local field i
duced by the whole magnetic solution. In an effective fie
model @see expressions~2! and ~3!# it writes @3,37#

wH52kT lnS sinh~je!

je
D , ~B1!

where the effective Langevin parameterje depends on the
effective field constantl and on the dipolar interaction pa
rameterg @Eq. ~4!#. As

KT
05

1

F S 1

kT

]p

]F
2

1

Vw
D5

1

kT

]w0

]F
2

1

F
~B2!

the interaction parameter then rewrites under field

KT5
1

kT

]w

]F
2

1

F
with

]w

]F
5

]w0

]F
1

]wH

]F
. ~B3!

Taking into account that
3-13
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]w0

]F
5

kT

F
~11KT

0F!

and from Eq.~B1! that

]wH

]F
52kTL~je!

]je

]F
52

kT

F

lgL2~je!

12lgL8~je!
,

it comes to

KT5KT
02

al

F
with al5lg

L2~je!

@12lgL8~je!#
, ~B4!

keeping the same notational as in @37,38#. The reduction
al /F of the interaction coefficient is null in zero field an
saturates atlg /F in high fields where all the magnetic mo
ments are aligned along the field. Taking, as in@37,38#, l
50.22 for a rough evaluation,al /F is always smaller here
than KT

0/2. Thus here,KT cannot become negative~for our
samples and whatever the magnetic field would be!.

~ii ! An anisotropic contributionrelated to thefluctuations
of macroscopic field. It leads to a supplementary magne
term in the expression~7! of the free energy

m0

2
mNL~dHW !2, ~B5!

mNL511]M /]H being the differential permeability~here
assumed isotropic!. In the framework of the linear respons
MW 5x0HW , mNL would reduce to 11x0 .

This demagnetizing term exists only under applied fi
HW . It is due to the local inhomogeneities of magnetization
the medium. It grounds in the continuity conditions ofHW at
the boundaries between the regions with different concen
tions of magnetic nanoparticles. They introduce anisotro
gradients of macroscopic field, which lead to anisotro
fluctuations of concentration and anisotropic diffusion.

]M /]H is obtained in the framework of the effective fie
model from Eqs.~2! and ~3!,

mNL5
11g~12l!L8~je!

12lgL8~je!
. ~B6!

The magnetic field strengthdHW in the perturbed state i
obtained from the continuity equation of the perturbed m
netic induction,

mNL div~dHW !52divS ]MW

]F
dF D . ~B7!

It comes by Fourier transformation,MW andHW being colin-
ear to the unit vectorhW ,
03140
a-
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-

dHW qW52
1

mNL

]M

]F

qW ~qW hW !

q2 dFqW , ~B8!

where]M /]F5mSL(je)/@12lgL8(je)# as deduced from
Eqs.~2! and ~3!.

Thus the supplementary magnetic term (m0/2)mNL(dHW )2

in Eq. ~7! of the free energy changes the probability of t
fluctuations of concentration. The mean value of the volu
fraction fluctuations becomes

^udFqW u2&5
kTF

]p

]F
1bFq21

m0F

mNL
S ]M

]F D 2

cos2 u

~B9!

with (qW hW )2/q25cos2 u. It leads@37,38# to a new term in the
development, at the first order inq and F, of the structure
factor S(q,H,u,F) @expressions~8! and ~10!# which now is
written as

S~q,H,u,F!21511KT
0F2al1bl cos2 u2

Vwb

kT
Fq2

~B10!

with

bl5
Vw

kT

m0F

mNL
S ]M

]F D 2

5
gL2~je!

@12lgL8~je!#@11~12l!gL8~je!#
. ~B11!

This termbl cos2 u expresses the existence of anisotrop
fluctuations in the now anisotropic medium. It is proportion
to cos2 u and produces the anisotropy ofS(qW ). Null if qW'hW ,
this term is maximum forqW ihW . The gainbl cos2 u/F of the
interaction coefficient is null in zero field and saturates
g cos2 u/F in high fields where all the magnetic moments a
aligned along the field.

Combining the two contributions~i! and ~ii !, the aniso-
tropic interaction parameterKT(H,u) of expression~13!
writes as

KT~H,u!5KT
02

al

F
1

bl cos2 u

F
. ~B12!

It is also expression~14!. This macroscopic term, calculate
in the thermodynamic limit, is only relevant in the limit o
small q vectors.
3-14
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